Operation Springboard
Section
Policy:
Effective Date:
Replaces:

Finance Policy Manual

Finance
FP 2.09 Supply Chain Code of Ethics
January 1, 2012, approved by Board on 23-Dec-11
n/a

1
1.01

POLICY
All Springboard staff involved in organizational purchasing are expected to:
a) Contribute to an ethical, professional and accountable Broader Public Sector
(BPS) supply chain.
b) Reflect the Broader Public Sector Accountability Act, 2010 ethics of:
i.
Personal integrity and professionalism
ii. Accountability and transparency
iii. Compliance and continuous improvement

2
2.01

PURPOSE
The purpose of this Statement of Policy and Procedure is to ensure that all
Springboard staff involved in organizational purchasing comply with the Broader
Public Sector Accountability Act, 2010.

3
3.01

SCOPE
The Policy Development & Control policy applies to all Springboard staff
involved in organizational purchasing.

4

DEFINITIONS

Excerpt from Broader Public Sector Procurement Directive, Ontario Ministry of Finance, July 1, 2011
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Operation Springboard
Section
Policy:
Effective Date:
Replaces:

Finance Policy Manual

Finance
FP 2.09 Supply Chain Code of Ethics
January 1, 2012, approved by Board on 23-Dec-11
n/a

6

REFERENCES and RELATED STATEMENTS of POLICY and
PROCEDURE
Broader Public Sector Accountability Act, 2010
Broader Public Sector Supply Chain Directive

7
7.01

PROCEDURES
The Finance Department will review the Supply Chain Code of Ethics
Compliance Checklist annually to assess organizational compliance and report
findings to the Finance Committee

8

ATTACHMENTS

Excerpt from Broader Public Sector Procurement Directive Implementation Guidebook, Ontario Ministry of Finance
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Operation Springboard
Section
Policy:
Effective Date:
Replaces:

Finance Policy Manual

Purchasing
FP 2.15 Request For Proposals Policy
April 1, 2009, Revised December 30, 2011
N/A

1
1.01

POLICY
All supplier contracts with an annual or multi-year commitment over $100,000 must be approved
through a formal Request For Proposal process conducted by the Finance Department.

1.02

This policy does not apply to frequent substantial contracts such as property leases and utilities
which are approved through the procedures outlined in FP 2.01 – Expense Authorization Policy.

2
2.01

PURPOSE
The purpose of this Statement of Policy and Procedure is to provide guidance to all employees
regarding supplier contracts with an annual or multi-year commitment over $100,000

3
3.01

SCOPE
The Request For Proposal Policy applies to Finance Department.

4
4.01

RESPONSIBILITY
The Finance Department is responsible for:
(a) Conducting formal and professional requests for proposals based on current available best
practice guidance
(b) Communicating and seeking approval of request for proposal results from the Finance
Committee prior to awarding contracts to successful candidates
(c) Retaining appropriate documentation to provide evidence of the integrity of the request for
proposal process.

5

DEFINITIONS
None

6

REFERENCES and RELATED STATEMENTS of POLICY and PROCEDURE
Ministry of Children & Youth Services Best Practice Procurement of Goods, Services and Use of
Credit and Purchasing Cards Policy – October 2008 Broader Public Sector Procurement
Directive – July 01, 2011,
FP 2.01 – Expense Authorization Policy

7
7.01

PROCEDURES
All agency requests for proposal should be conducted using the Request For Proposal Checklist
along with documented support.

8

ATTACHMENTS
FPM 2.06 Purchase Order Policy Map
FPF 2.15 A Request For Proposal Checklist Form
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Operation Springboard
Section
Policy:
Effective Date:
Replaces:

Finance Policy Manual

Expenditures
FP 2.06 Purchase Order Policy
April 1, 2009
N/A

1
1.01

POLICY
Purchases made on behalf of the agency over $25,000 or supplier contracts with
an annualized value over $25,000 require the use of a Purchase Order.

1.02

Certain purchases or expenditures over $25,000 are excluded from this policy
such as utilities or rent.

1.03

Other purchases made on behalf of the agency must adhere to specific policies as
follows:
a) Be appropriately authorized per FP 2.01 Expense Authorization Policy
b) Generally $100 or less via petty cash per FP 2.02 Petty Cash Policy
c) Via company credit cards per FP 2.03 Company Credit Card Policy
d) Via expense advances or allowances per FP 2.04 Expense Advances &
Allowances Policy
e) Incurred as a result of agency related travel per FP 2.05 Travel Policy
f) Purchases over $100,000 per the FP 2.10 Request For Proposal Policy

2
2.01

PURPOSE
The purpose of this Statement of Policy and Procedure is to provide internal
controls over the purchasing process.

3
3.01

SCOPE
The Purchase Order policy applies to all employees.

4
4.01

RESPONSIBILITY
Budget Holders are responsible for:
a) Reviewing and approving all purchase requisitions originating in their
department
b) Working with the Finance Department in investigating potential suppliers for
specific requirements

4.02

The Finance Department is responsible for:
a) Working with operating departments in investigating potential suppliers for
specific requirements
b) Establishing supply contracts
c) Issuing and controlling purchase orders

5
5.01

DEFINITIONS
Budget Holder means an employee who has been given the responsibility to
manage an approved budget on behalf of the organization.
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Operation Springboard
Section
Policy:
Effective Date:
Replaces:

Finance Policy Manual

Expenditures
FP 2.06 Purchase Order Policy
April 1, 2009
N/A

5.02

Request for Proposal Process means the formal process by which potential
suppliers are invited to quote on future supply contracts.

5.03

Purchase Requisition means a form requesting that the Finance Department
purchase supplies of a specified nature on behalf of the requisitioning department.

5.04

Supplementary Purchase Order means a purchase order which relates to or
modifies a previously-issued purchase order.

6

REFERENCES and RELATED STATEMENTS of POLICY and
PROCEDURE
FN 2.01 — Expense Authorization Policy
FN 2.02 — Petty Cash Policy
FN 2.03 — Company Credit Card Policy
FN 2.07 — Supplier Records and Management
FN 2.08 — Purchase Contracts

7
7.01

PROCEDURES
Purchases greater than $25,000 require a Purchase Order and are initiated via a
Purchase Requisition completed by the Department with the requirement (see
SPP FN 2.01 — Expense Authorization).

7.02

All fields in the Purchase Requisition should be completed and the requisition
should be produced in duplicate:
a)
One copy for the originating department
b)
One copy for the Finance Department

7.03

Upon receipt of a purchase requisition, the Finance Department checks the
requirement against existing supplier contracts. If a contract exists, a Purchase
Order is produced by the Finance Department against the applicable supplier
contract.

7.04

If no supplier contract exists, then a minimum of three competing supplier quotes
must be obtained by Finance Department and Requisitioning Department staff.
These quotes must be kept on file with the selected supplier details.

7.05

Purchase Orders are valuable documents because they represent a commitment on
behalf of the company. Purchase Orders will be maintained in a secure location
by the Finance Department. Every Purchase Order number must be controlled and
tracked throughout its use. When a purchase order has been fulfilled, the number
must be retired.
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Policy:
Effective Date:
Replaces:

Finance Policy Manual

Expenditures
FP 2.06 Purchase Order Policy
April 1, 2009
N/A

7.06

All fields in Purchase Orders documents should be completed per the agency
Purchase Order Form.

7.07

Purchase Orders must be accessible (by copy or electronic access) by:
a) The supplier organization (original copy)
b) The originating department (pink copy)
c) The Finance department (yellow copy)

7.08

Purchase order numbers must be cross-referenced to Supplier Records for future
reference.

7.08.1 Purchase Requisitions are authorized by the department originating the request
according to company authorization policy. Purchase orders are authorized by the
Controller of the agency. The authorized buyer must ensure that authorization for
the purchase has been secured before placing an order.
7.09

Unmatched open purchase orders shall be followed up by the Finance Department
at the end of each month.

7.10

From time to time, either from changing requirements or from limitations on the
part of the supplier, the contents of a purchase order must be changed.
a) The purchase order may not be changed without the approval of the
Controller.
b) Changes are marked on the original purchase order, initialled by the
Controller and faxed or emailed to the supplier who acknowledges the change.
c) A supplementary purchase order with the suffix “C” (or C2, C3, C4, etc. for
subsequent changes as necessary) is then produced with the proper contents to
replace the marked up copy and the original purchase order is amended as
“Replaced by PO XXXXX-C”. Explanatory comments may be made at the
bottom of the purchase order.
d) Copies of the supplementary purchase order are distributed as per the normal
purchase order process.

8

ATTACHMENTS
FPM 2.06 Purchase Order Policy Map
FPF 2.06 A Purchase Requisition Form
FPF 2.06 B Purchase Order Form
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SPRINGBOARD’S PRIVACY STATEMENT

Springboard is committed to keeping the personal information given to us safe and
confidential.
This means that we will ensure that all personal information is properly collected, used only
for the purposes for which it is collected, stored securely and disposed of in a safe and timely
manner when no longer required.
1) What information do we collect?
Springboard only collects personal information from you when you voluntarily provide it to us
– for example, in contacting us through the website, registering for updates, signing up for an
event or making a donation. Personal Information may include your contact information (such
as your name, address, postal code, telephone numbers and/or e-mail address). You may,
however, visit our site anonymously.
2) What do we use your information for?
Any information we collect from you may only be used in one of the following ways:


To personalize your experience
(Your information helps us to better respond to your individual needs)



To improve our website
(We continually strive to improve our website offerings based on the information and
feedback we receive from you)



To improve customer service
(Your information helps us to more effectively respond to customer service requests and
support needs)

3) How do we protect your information?
Springboard secures the personally identifiable information you provide on computer servers
in a controlled, secure environment, protected from unauthorized access, use or disclosure.
All supplied sensitive/credit card information is transmitted via Secure Socket Layer (SSL) and
then encrypted in our payment gateway, which uses the latest encryption technology,
ensuring that credit card payments are 100% secure before, during, and after each and every
transaction.
It operates under security best practices and undergoes ongoing routine assessments to
ensure the highest quality compliance standards are met to protect client data.

4) Do we use cookies?





The Springboard website uses “cookies” to help you personalize your online
experience. A “cookie” is a text file that is placed on your hard disk by a web page
server. “Cookies” cannot be used to run programs or deliver viruses to your computer.
“Cookies” are uniquely assigned to you, and can only be read by a web server in the
domain that issued the cookie to you.
One of the primary purposes of “cookies” is to provide a convenience feature to save
you time. The purpose of a “cookie” is to tell the web server that you have returned
to a specific page.
You have the ability to accept or decline “cookies.” Most web browsers automatically
accept “cookies”, but you can usually modify your browser setting to decline
“cookies” if you prefer.

5) Do we disclose any information to outside parties?
We do not sell, trade, or otherwise transfer to outside parties your personally identifiable
information. This does not include trusted third parties who assist us in operating our
website, conducting our business, or servicing you, so long as those parties agree to keep this
information confidential. We may also release your information when we believe release is
appropriate to comply with the law, enforce our site policies, or protect ours or others rights,
property, or safety.
6) Online Privacy Policy Only
This online privacy policy applies only to information collected through our website and not to
information collected offline.
Changes to our Privacy Policy
If we decide to change our privacy policy, we will post those changes on this page, and/or
update the Privacy Policy modification date below.
This policy was last modified on April 11, 2014.
CONTACT INFORMATION
If there are any questions regarding this privacy policy you may contact us using the
information below.
www.springboardservices.ca
2 Carlton St. Suite 800
Toronto, Ontario M5B 1J3
416-977-0089

ACCESSIBILITY POLICIES AND MULTI-YEAR ACCESSIBILITY PLAN
Accessibility Plan and Policies for Springboard
This 2014 - 2021 accessibility plan outlines the policies and actions that Springboard will
put in place to improve opportunities for people with disabilities. The plan will be updated
with every milestone.
STATEMENT OF COMMITMENT
Springboard is committed to treating all people in a way that allows them to maintain their
dignity and independence and we believe in providing people equal opportunity. We will, to
the best of our ability, meet the needs of people with disabilities in a timely manner, and
will do so by preventing and removing barriers to accessibility and meeting accessibility
requirements under the Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities Act.
1) Accessible Emergency Information
Springboard is committed to providing the customers and clients with publicly available
emergency information in an accessible way upon request. We will also provide
employees with disabilities with individualized emergency response information when
necessary. This will be reviewed every 2 years or upon request of the employee.
2) Training
Springboard will provide training to employees, volunteers and other staff members on
Ontario’s accessibility laws and on the Human Rights Code as it relates to people with
disabilities.
We have taken the following steps to ensure staff are provided with the training needed
to meet Ontario’s accessible laws by January 1, 2015:
 AODA courses (customer service standards and the IASR – including disability through
Human Rights Code), like our other mandatory training, are accessible on-line
through DS training website and are part of the New Hire Orientation.
 Compliance is tracked through the HR quarterly reporting and is part of employees’
performance expectations. For non-paid staff, tracking will be done through the DS
dstraining.org.
3) Information and Communications
Springboard is committed to meeting the communication needs of people with
disabilities. We will consult with people with disabilities to determine their information
and communication needs.
In December 2011, we implemented Policy 1005-1.0 Standards for Customer Service,
which
a) ensures that existing feedback processes/information is accessible to people with
disabilities upon request and in a format that is based on their request.
b) make sure all publicly available information that are requested by the public can be
provided on-line/through Springboard website or in a format that is based on their
request.

If for whatever reason the requested information mentioned above cannot be
provided in the required format, Springboard will immediately advise the requesting
individual, and will do its best to find another way to provide the information.
We will continue converting the HUB programming contents that are posted on our HUB
websites/pages to be in compliance to Web Content Accessibility Guidelines 2.0 Level A
(WCAG), and continue working on converting our materials into accessible formats
by January 1, 2021.
4) Employment
Springboard is committed to fair and accessible employment practices.
In February 2014, we have taken the following steps to notify the public and the
employees that, when requested, we will accommodate people with disabilities during the
recruitment and assessment processes and when people are hired:
a) A statement of commitment has been included in the recruitment policy.
b) All job postings will have the following statement: “Springboard is committed to
employment equity and fair and accessible employment practices. Applications are
encouraged from those who reflect the diversity of our community.
Accommodations will be provided for job applicant with disabilities, where needed
and on request, to support their participation in all aspects of the recruitment
process providing the applicant has met the bona-fide requirements for the vacant
position”.
c) When making offers of employment, the successful applicants are advised of
Springboard’s policy for accommodating employees with disabilities.
d) The successful applicant is notified that accommodations are available upon request
in relation to the materials or processes to be used.
e) If a selected applicant requests an accommodation, the employer will work with the
applicant and provide/arrange for the provision of a suitable accommodation in a
manner that takes into account the individual’s accessibility needs due to disability.
Starting January 1, 2015, our training, meeting, conference or event announcements
will have the following statement: "Please let us know in advance of the _______ if you
require any accessibility accommodations, have dietary restrictions, or have any
questions.”
Based on best practice, we developed HRP 4.14 Long Term Disability Leave Policy. This
was published and implemented across the agency in February 2014. This policy
addresses potential work accommodation and return to work plan for employees that
have been absent due to a disability. We also collaborate with the employee, attending
health care professionals or case managers, and insurance providers on return to
work/accommodation plan.
We will further review this policy to make sure that:
a) It is in compliance with the AODA, other employment laws, existing CBA, and

considering other organizational programs. If there are changes, the revised policy
will be published across the agency and a copy will be provided to all staff by
January 1, 2016.

b) The process for the development of documented individual accommodation plans

will include the following elements:
 employee requesting accommodation can participate in the development of the
accommodation plan and is assessed on an individual basis
 employee can request the participation of a representative from their bargaining
agent for union employees or other representative from the workplace for non
union employees
 employer can request an evaluation by an outside medical or other expert, at
the employer’s expense, to determine if and how accommodation can be
achieved
 all parties involved in the process shall consider the privacy of the employee’s
personal information
 individual accommodation plan will be reviewed and updated when changes
occur that have direct impact to the plan, e.g. recurring or sporadic illness,
changes in policies/practices
 employer will advise the requesting individual when individual accommodation
plan is denied – including the reasons for the denial
 consider the format required and communication supports when providing the
individual accommodation plan
 may include individualized workplace emergency response information
We will ensure the accessibility needs of employees with disabilities are taken into
account during performance management, career development and redeployment
processes (with respect to the Collective Agreement provision for layoff and bumping).
5) Design of Public Spaces
Springboard will notify the public of the service disruption and alternatives available as
per our Policy 1005-1.0 Standards for Customer Service.
CHALLENGES
As a non-profit organization, the challenges in meeting the accessibility requirements for the
AODA are dependent on such resources as: availability of funds, time, manpower, and
technology.
CONTACT INFORMATION
For accessibility plan, please contact Human Resources Department at:
 Phone: 416-977-0089 x 220
 Email: gregala@spingboardservices.ca
Accessible formats of this document are available free upon request from: Human
Resources Department
 Phone: 416-977-0089 x 234
 Email: garthaud@springboardservices.ca

